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Abstract:
How can architects let their buildings interact with the water while protecting occupants from
the potential danger? The two intents are very different and often compete with one, either
protection or recreation, as the primary program in one project.
Water draws people, everyone likes being near water. People visit waterfalls and the beach
just to experience moving water, they go boating and kayaking just to be on the water. Water
views and access are considered an amenity that drive up prices in buildings and resturants.
Whenever possible architects should strive to connect their architecture and water and to let
occupants interact with the water.
However, water can be dangerous too. Overfull rivers wash away roads and cars. Floods
inundate entire cities, and hurricanes devastate huge islands. In addition to catastrophic destruction sea levels are rising around the world causing damage and rendering low lying land
uninhabitable. Architects must protect against these dangers. If designed correctly buildings
can offer shelter from storms and resist rising water of all kinds.
For my thesis I decided to study how to reconcile these two conflicting approaches to water.
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Note: All water levels are measured from local Mean High Water.

The Project:
The project is a 600 student elementary school in Marathon, FL on the Bay of Florida coast.
The school will serve the community before, during and after a hurricane or other disaster. The
building acts as a school during normal usage, a shelter during a hurricane, and stays open as
a shelter as long as needed while the community rebuilds.
Architecturally, the building is separated into three parts. The first is the three classroom wings
that project out into the bay. These are three stories, with the first open to allow water and people to move underneath. The second part is the large parasol roof over the main spaces of the
building. This covers the outdoor auditorium and gym, and protects the entry ramp. In addition it
connects the three classroom wings. The last part is the public plaza near the water level in between classroom wings. This space allows people to interact with the water, and gives the public
a waterfront park to enjoy.
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Hurricanes:
Hurricanes are one of nature’s most damaging phenomenon. Incredibly fast winds can cause
damage and turn anything loose into a deadly projectile. Feet of rain can fall within hours causing flooding and stranding survivors. The pressure differential caused by the storm can cause
huge storm surges that flatten entire neighborhoods.

Hurricanes are the name for large tropical cyclones that form in the southern Atlantic. Similar
storms that form in the north pacific are called typhoons and those that form in the south pacific
are called cyclones. They are formed by warm moist air rising off the ocean, pulling in cooler air.
This new air warms and rises before condensing into clouds. If the collection of clouds gets big
enough the rotation of the earth causes it to begin spinning, and as it is fed by more and more
warm moist air rising and condensing it spins faster and faster. The clouds form into arms trailing
off a calm “eye” in the middle of the storm. Cold air descends in the middle of the eye where it
warms and is pulled into the arms feeding the storm. It will continue growing as long as there is
warm water below. When a storm goes too far north and cools off, or tracks over land it begins
the fade.
Hurricanes are rated based on wind speed which is a general indicator of how strong the storm
is. However, the wind speed of a hurricane isn’t a good predictor of the size or storm surge.
Some tiny hurricanes are incredibly powerful, and some huge hurricanes are relatively gentle.
Category 1: 74-95 mph
Category 2: 96-110 mph
Category 3: 111-129 mph
Category 4: 130-156 mph
Category 5: 157 and up
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The Florida Keys contain 4 existing shelters that can be used in hurricanes rated Category 2 or lower. Anything higher than
that and everyone in the entire chain of islands must evacuate, and the only route is along US-1 north to the mainland. Many
people would be better served relocating to a shelter within their community, in a neighborhood that they know. This would
serve to reduce traffic and reduce the difficulty of house large numbers of evacuees. This thesis provides a case study for a
shelter that can withstand any strength hurricane and can act as a local shelter. If several communities rebuilt their shelters
to the standards of this one, no one would need to be evacuated, everyone could be housed and protected from any storm.
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The two major dangers of hurricanes that a building must address are wind and storm surge. Wind can be destructive in its own
right at high speeds and also turns everything into projectiles. Tree branches, gravel, shingles, even bricks and street signs can
be blown into the air and cause massive damage. The other danger to buildings, especially in the low lying Florida Keys, is the
storm surge. Extremely low pressure in the center of the storm pulls water towards the eye causing much higher localized sea
levels, and lower sea level at the edges. Storm surge can wash away buildings and cars, and will cause incredible water damage
to anything it over-tops. I used the forces in the Labor Day Hurricane of 1935 as a benchmark for the worst case storm in the area.
It was a small category 5 hurricane that destroyed Marathon and Islamorada on labor day in 1935. Although it happened before
wind and flooding statistics were recorded it is widely believed to be the strongest hurricane to ever make landfall in the United
States with an estimated wind speed of 190mph and an estimated storm surge of 15-20 feet above high tide. (Fitzpatrick, 157)
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Worst Hurricanes in US History:
Strongest: Labor Day 1935 mbar pressure of 892
Highest Sustained Winds: Allen 1980 190mph
Most Deadly: Galveston 1900 8000 - 12000 casualties
Most Costly: Harvey 2017 $198.6 million in damage

Some other notable hurricanes that have hit the project site:
Treasure Fleet Hurricane - 1715;
The hurricane scattered and sunk many of the Spanish ships returning to Spain from
Cuba. The ships were carrying a huge quantity of gold when they were scattered by a
large hurricane. Many were sunk along the keys and southern Florida and the treasure
was lost along with around 1000 people. (Defrancis, 11)
Labor Day - 1935; Estimated Category 5
The Labor Day Hurricane was tiny, but very powerful. It destroyed overseas railroad and
several towns. (Fitzpatrick, 157)
Betsy - 1965; Category 3
Betsy crossed the middle Florida Keys before turning north and hitting Louisiana and
Mississippi causing major flooding and crop damage on the mainland. (Fitzpatrick, 167)
Andrew - 1992; Category 5
Hurricane Andrew crossed the upper Florida Keys and the southern tip of mainland
Florida, causing extreme damage in the suburbs of Miami and in the Everglades.
(Fitzpatrick, 175)
Irma - 2017; Category 5
Hurricane Irma devastated Puerto Rico and Dominica before tracking across the lower
keys. The northern Caribbean islands were hit by another strong hurricane, Maria, only a
couple weeks after Irma. (BBC article)
The next one will happen soon...
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History of the Site:
Before Europeans arrived in north America the Florida Keys were inhabited seasonally by the Calusa people. They would retreat
down the keys to temporary hunting and fishing camps during the heavy mosquito summer season. They fished and collected
shellfish and hunted key deer for food. They lived in raised open thatched roof huts that could be reconstructed quickly every
season. (Wilkinson)

As the Spanish displaced natives in Florida, Key West developed as a port connecting the Atlantic Ocean with the Gulf of Mexico.
Control of Florida transferred to America in 1810 and soon after a naval base was established to protect our interests in the Caribbean. The port city grew and prospered, and in 1905 a wealthy businessman, Henry M Flagler, began construction on a railway
that would connect Key West with the rest of the United States along the chain of islands. The overseas railway was completed
in 1912, and communities such as Marathon sprung up to serve the railroad. (Wilkinson)
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The overseas railroad operated until The Labor Day Hurricane of 1935 destroyed 40 miles of tracks and several bridges. The
railroad sold its remaining infrastructure to the State of Florida with the intention of turning it into a road. The conversion was completed in 1938 and Marathon grew to take advantage of the increase of private travelers. Major widening of the highway in 1970
included rebuilding many of the original wooden bridges and the construction of 7 mile bridge, which bypasses Pigeon Key just
south of Marathon. Today, the original railroad bridges have been connected by sidewalks and converted into a continuous bike
trail called the overseas heritage trail. (Wilkinson)
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Today, Marathon has a population of almost 9,000 people who mostly serve the thousands of tourists who drive through
every year. Many resorts dot its shores, and it contains the most major services in the middle keys. These include a hospital,
an airport and three schools, including my thesis site Stanley Switlik Elementary.
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Site Vulnerability:
Marathon and the rest of the Florida Keys are especially vulnerable to disruption caused by hurricanes for several reasons.
Because the islands are small and are surrounded by warm water, there is always enough warmth and moisture to feed a
hurricane. Unlike hurricanes that hit the mainland, storms continue to grow even as they pass over the Keys. This means that
storms that hit the Keys have the possibility to be worse than anything that will hit further north, or further inland. Second, the
low lying islands are especially vulnerable to storm surge. The highest elevation in Marathon FL is about 6’ above high tide.
Even a minor storm surge will inundate the entire island and has the potential to damage every building along the entire chain.
There will not be any nearby neighborhood or town that escaped damage that can support the victims. Every community that
is damaged must support itself while it is rebuilt.

Last, and most importantly, there is only one connection with the mainland. This one road provides all the food, power, water,
and building materials that the chain of islands consumes. If this supply route is damaged by losing a bridge, then everyone
south of the break will be isolated until it can be repaired. Communities need to be able to support themselves if they are cut
off. This means producing or stockpiling necessities such as water and power. My thesis does this. It produces enough power
and water to not only support itself, but also creates extra to provide for the community in the case of an emergency.
15

Even if the community is not isolated, rebuilding after a hurricane is a long arduous process. Rebuilding just one house will take a
minimum of several months, and many materials that aren’t naturally available in the Keys. Rebuilding the entire city of Marathon
might take a couple years to be totally finished. Build it back, the government program providing aid to victims of hurricane
sandy in NYC, was 87% complete with construction 5 years after the storm. If something similar happens in Marathon where will
everyone live as they rebuild? (Completing the Build it Back Program)
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Sea Level Rise:
One more major issue threatens the site and the rest of the Florida Keys. The world is warming and
sea levels are rising. Humanity continues to do too little to effectively slow down this disastrous
change and seas will continue to rise. As noted earlier the highest point on Marathon is around
6’ above high tide. The NOAA’s worst case projection for sea level rise is 6.8’ by 2080. This
means that by 2080 the entire island of Marathon will be underwater at high tide. This might
cause the islands to be abandoned, but I don’t believe this will happen. People will continue to
build higher, roads will be raised, houses will be rebuilt. My thesis has been designed to continue
to operate even in a situation where seawater overt-ops the road. School will continue as usual
as long as students continue to attend. (Global and Regional Sea Level Rise Scenarios for the
United States)
Rising sea levels also mean more chronic flooding. Rain coupled with high tide, or just a higher
tide than normal will cause minor flooding. These areas will begin to flood more and more often
until they are always underwater at high tide. Chronic flooding has already begun affecting Marathon and the rest of the Keys.
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Water:
Humans are drawn to water. We love hearing a gurgling
stream, or the roar of a waterfall. We love watching a wide
muddy river flow gently past or violent waves crashing on a
rocky shore. People love being near the water in all forms
weather it is riverfront, oceanfront, or lakefront. Real estate
and resturants are more expensive near the water. Parks are
more appealing when centered around water. Monuments
are more majestic when coupled with a reflecting pool or
fountain. Water is an amenity that draws people and centers
community life. There are a myriad of recreation opportunities that are just different forms of being on the water. Sailing, Paddle boarding, kayaking, power boating, fishing. This
is especially true in the Florida Keys, where the ocean is always right next door. One of the mains draws of living in the
Keys is the proximity to water. Everyone has a boat, or has a
friend with a boat. Most houses even back up to a canal with
access to the ocean.
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The site is bounded by two spurs connecting US-1 and the Bay of Florida. To provide vertical and horizontal separation
between students and the public each enters from a different street. Students enter the site from 35th street one side
while the public enters from the opposite side on 33rd street. The two groups come together and interact at the building
entrance in the reception area.
The project is located next to a public boat ramp and ties into the public access to the water. It introduces more options
to access the water than were previously available. The outside pier provides a place to launch smaller boats such as
kayaks and stand up paddle boards. These individual watercraft are easier to enter and exit from above rather than from
in the water as would be necessary on the boat ramp.
Enclosed between two wings of the building lies the plaza. It is open to the public but is separated from the street by
crossing underneath one of the school wings. It is a series of limestone platforms that step down into the water giving
people the opportunity to wade or swim in the water, or even just sit and watch the tide flow in and out. The limestone
mirrors the bedrock and connects the project with the historic coral reef that originally formed the island. As the tide rises
and falls more space is exposed and then covered. In addition the plaza includes several tide pools that are connected
to the bay during high tide and isolated at low tide. The plaza extends under the parasol roof and truly brings the bay into
the building.
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To protect against wind, the building is covered with hurricane shutters. The shutters can be
closed to protect the inhabitants from any storm. They also double as solar shades and can be
opened or closed to let in more or less light.
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To protect against water, all occupiable spaces are lifted above any possible floodwaters. At +22’
above high tide the building is safe even from an extreme 20’ storm surge.
All columns in the buildings sit on limestone footings that lift the building up out of the water and
protect the wood from rotting. The exposed wood is cypress, which grows partially submerged
and is naturally water resistant.
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In the event of a flood, the main building is still usable, but parts of the outdoor program become
inundated. The outdoor classrooms will be first to be flooded, at only a couple feet above high
tide. Then the public plaza will become unusable. The basketball court and playground sit at the
same elevation as the road. If any water covers the recess yard, it will also over-top the road and
no one will attempt to use the school except as a shelter.
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Disaster Cycle:
The disaster cycle is a method of describing the process of disaster response and rebuilding. It is a good approach to
explain how my thesis project is intended to serve the community before, during and after a hurricane. (Godschalk)

Mitigation

Recovery

Preparation

Response
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Preparation:
Preparation describes a community prepared for a disaster. Ongoing programs intended to educate the public about possible disasters and their appropriate responses happen throughout the
community. Some soft changes to disaster response are possible, but structural improvements
or infrastructure changes have already happened. (Godschalk)
For this project, the building operates as an elementary school in the preparation phase. It also
connects the public to the water through the boat ramp and plaza. The school includes the
opportunity and space to educate the surrounding community about hurricanes and other disasters. The education includes possible dangers during a hurricane, evacuation routes, the
necessity of evacuating, and the possibility of sheltering in the school.
Both the public and students enter into reception and the administrative offices at the end of the
east wing. There, they pass a control point and continue to their appropriate classroom. The
school is divided into three wings each two stories. This allows each wing to form a smaller community within the larger school for similar aged students. The first wing contains administrative
offices, special education classrooms, and the kindergarten and 1st grade community. The second wing contains water filtration and desalination spaces, the science lab, and the 2nd and 3rd
grade community. The last wing contains the cafeteria and the 4th and 5th grade community. The
school also contains three outdoor classrooms and a covered, but open air, gym and auditorium.
Each outdoor classroom is situated in a different ecosystem: one is in the hardwood hammock,
one in the mangrove forest, and one out in the open water.
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Response:
The response phase is during and directly after a disaster. It is the immediate response, lasting
only a couple days at the most. Government organizations warn about an impending disaster
and call for evacuations. During, if possible, and after the disaster emergency personnel sweep
the affected area and respond however they can. (Godschalk)
The response provided by this project is primarily shelter. Hurricanes move slowly across the
Atlantic, so the inhabitants of Marathon have plenty of time to prepare to evacuate or shelter in
place. If the order to evacuate is given, they will either drive along the overseas highway to the
mainland or to the nearby school which can act as a shelter in any situation. The project has
hurricane shutters which close to protect it against any winds or debris, and all occupied spaces
are lifted high above any possible storm surge. Immediately after the storm, the project offers the
necessities to any survivors. It generates power, creates fresh water, and maintains a large store
of food.
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Recovery:
Recovery describes the time period after the immediate response when life returns to normal.
Residents return from evacuation, and houses and communities are rebuilt. This can take several years in some cases, or much less depending on the severity of the damage. (Godschalk)
In this case, school will start again in the recovery phase, which gives students some much
needed stability after a life changing hurricane. At the same time the project will maintain its
operation as a shelter for those who lost their housing. The 4th and 5th grade community will
be operated as a shelter with the students who normally use those classrooms distributed
throughout the rest of the school. This will allow some separation between the two groups using the school. In addition, the school will continue to provide power and water to the community. At this point any disruption in the supply line down US-1 will be fixed, and fresh food will
be delivered.
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Annual School Energy Use, 5th percentile:
56 KBTU / sq ft
56,000 BTU = 16.412 KWHr / sq ft
66,500 sq ft Conditioned = 1,000,000 KWHr
Annually
Daily KWHr required: 2990
Average Commercial Solar Panel: 15W / sq ft
49,300 sq ft roof
739.55 KW / Hr = 739.5 KWHr
10 hours of daylight = 7395 KWhr / day
Required Daily Power: 2990 KWHr
Available Daily Power: 7395 KWhr

The building produces roughly 2.5 times
the energy it consumes
The excess energy can be distributed to
the community
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The ability of the project to share electricity with the community is in part due to reducing its own usage. The building is mostly
open to the air, only classrooms and other continuously occupied spaces are conditioned, and these spaces have operable
windows designed to capture the continuous cross breeze.
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Mitigation:
After recovery the cycle moves into mitigation. During this phase the community studies the
recent disaster and changes their policies and infrastructure to better address a similar disaster
in the future. (Godschalk) Strategies in this phase are more focused on large scale structural
changes rather than softer approaches. Structural changes include infrastructure projects such
as building seawalls, or planting mangroves, or complicated planning changes such as restructuring first responders, or rerouting evacuation routes. Changes in the mitigation phase can be
large or small, but they focus on planning for the next disaster. Implementing the planned changes takes place in the Preparation Phase
This project returns to use as a school and public park in the mitigation phase. It does provide space for community meetings to re-evaluate the recent hurricane response and the infrastructure of Marathon. The community will look at how the neighborhood reacted, and propose
changes to reduce damage next time. Maybe the road needs to be raised, maybe the coast
needs more planting. Experts will work with residents to decide what to improve.
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Structure:
The building contains two separate structural systems, one for the classroom wings and a separate unconnected one for the parasol roof.
The Parasol roof is centered around two clusters of columns. The columns are connected by
huge moment trusses to create two strong central cores. Glulam trusses span over the classroom wings to connect the cores with the columns at the edge of the roof. All the timber used in
the glulam beams throughout the project is cypress. It is native to southern Florida, and naturally
water resistant.
The structure in the classroom wings are comprised of a series of glulam posts and beams.
Glulam cross bracing on the first level protects the structure from racking in powerful winds. A
limestone footing lifts each column out of the destructive salt water, and connects the building
to to the limestone bedrock of the island.
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Hurricane Flooding +18’

Chronic Flooding +4’
High Tide +0’
Low Tide -2’
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Conclusion:
The world is changing. As the climate warms storms will get worse and more frequent. As seas
rise land will disappear, and buildings will have to be abandoned or rebuilt.
It’s too late to stop these changes from happening. Architects need to build to address the
changing world. On the coast we need to design for the rising sea level and to protect against
hurricanes.
Hurricane protection is relatively simple. Buildings need to withstand wind and debris, and be
protected from storm surge. But they can’t only protect people, buildings need to interact with
the water too. Forming a connection between occupants and the water is what makes waterfront
architecture unique.
In addition we need to think about what happens after a hurricane, even the most prepared
neighborhoods face some damage. Architects need to design buildings that support the community in some capacity after a storm. If every building does a little, then the community will
receive a lot of support.
Water is a complex design problem, but that complexity promises to inspire some amazing architecture.
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